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West Yorkshire Cup Round 1 result:
Cardinal Heenan 0

-

2

SBSJ

This game was the first of the season and a
chance to try out the new formation we had been
working on in training. The squad is without an
out and out centre forward this season and so we
set out to play our two wide men up front to
utilise their pace in behind. As luck would have it,
the pitch at Cardinal Heenan turned out to be the
smallest we have ever played on. However, we
stuck to the plan and were instantly on top,
both Tom and Theo Cokewright getting plenty of the ball and running at our opposition, beating them
with easy. This style of play led to 5 or 6 guilt edge chances, all of which were squandered or well
saved.
With the score being goalless at half time, we could have been forgiven for letting the nerves creep in.
However, we once again, stuck to our plan and continued to dominate. With 3/4 of the game gone, more
missed chances and a few scares at the back, one of the SBSJ supporting parents noticed Heenan were
playing
with
12
men.
The
distinct
lack
of
space
in
midfield
had
everyone
both puzzled and frustrated throughout. Now we knew why. Once this mathematical error was rectified,
we were quick to use the extra space. Gibson and Ukandu were excellent with some neat, driving runs
through their midfield with the former providing the assist for our first goal. After beating two men,
Gibson slotted a ball into the channels for Tom Cokewright to receive and finish at the keepers near
post. Shortly after, Tom and Theo Cokewright combined well, both beating two men apiece
before Tom smashed in his and our second of the game.
More chances followed, as we continued to dominate the game, but no more goals
could be added. A great performance and a comfortable win.
Man of the match - Alex Gibson / Theo Cokewright
This season the Bradford League has been revamped
to hopefully increase the competitiveness of
the games and SBSJ have been placed into a tough
Premier Division alongside Immanuel College, Bradford Academy, Thornton GS and Grange. Our
first game of this season against Immanuel College, a team who beat us 3-1 last year and after a
tough first half eventually ran out comfortable winners 5-2.
From the start we dominated this game creating plenty of chances and deservedly went into the lead
through a neat finish from Isa Khan. After posing no threat Immanuel hit back with a minute though
when poor marking allowed their striker to run through unchallenged and equalise. Again SBSJ came
forward and took the lead once more when Isa scored another good goal from just inside the box. At this
point the lads should have settled the game down but another defensive mistake allowed their striker
to equalise once more and make the game 2-2 at half time.
Michael Navel, James Gallucci and Cayden Green (playing his first game for school) came off the bench
and the impact was immediate as Navel found space at the back post and after an excellent cross from
Matteo Saccinto (another playing his first school game) headed SBSJ back into the lead. This time the
team was determined not to let the lead slip and went on the attack again. Kace Rose-Green found space
down the left wing and after beating his full back, cutting inside the box he confidently scored the 4th
goal. Immanuel's Heads had dropped with the game now won, however with a minute to go Man of the
Match Jack Leach scored a deserved 5th to top off an excellent display from the young man.
Well done to all the team

On Monday the 2nd of October saw the new football
campaign begin with a trip to local team Parkside at
Cullingworth. The boys have stepped up from 9 a side to now playing full 11 a side matches and this was
their first test.
We turned up to Parkside who play on what can only be described as the side of a mountain. The wind
and rain was intermittent but when it came down the few fans that braved it were running for cover.
SBSJ playing a new game started in the now very popular formation of 3-4-3 and looked to have a very
exciting front 7 players who can interchange and rotate around many different position making them a
team very hard to read.
SBSJ started the game playing down the slope of Everest and soon capitalised with some neat play the
ball came into the feet of Dom Kirton who with a neat one two finished neatly in the bottom corner with
his left foot.
At the restart the SBSJ applied a lot of pressure which paid off when Alex Rushworth won the ball high up
the field and found Adrian Magdulabnan who run past two defenders to smash into the roof of the net.

SBSJ then raced into a 3 goal lead when again great pressure from the front 3 caused an error in the
Parkside defence and led to Iain Abe being put through and poking past the goalkeeper to make it more
comfortable.
Parkside replied with a well struck free kick from the edge of the box but SBSJ came back again and were
5 -1 in the lead at half time. Other goals coming from Kirton, Abe and Magdulabnan.
The second half started slowly for SBSJ with Parkside scoring very quickly after the break
to make it 5-2. SBSJ replied with a great strike from Alex Rushworth to make it 6-2 and
then quickly added a 7th and an 8th both fantastic goals by Magdulabnan and Jack
Clough. Parkside then added their 3rd but SBSJ where well in front and into the
second round.

Thursday the 28th saw the new look SBSJ Y8 Rugby
Team go to Bradford Salem for their first festival of
the season.
SBSJ carried on where they left off last year with a thrilling encounter against Oakbank. The game was end
to end and SBSJ managed to come out on top on what was a very hard fought and tiresome victory.
This was a very tight game for SBSJ who had a lot more physical individuals in the team than we had
played before and but for some dubious refereeing by the Beckfoot coach I do believe we may well have
one this game comfortably.
SBSJ finished on a high with a very strong display against 7 Parkside players and 3 of our better players in
Ewan Jones, Kyan Canto and Joe Doyle. SBSJ were by far the better team with Iain Abe running through
their team at ease.

Even when they were unfairly treated they still kept their cool and never lost focus. They as always
represented the school very well and are a pleasure to take away from school for fixtures.

Over 50 boys and girls in year 7, with potentially more to come, attending Water Polo training/trials
which bodes well for the future.

Year 9 boys played their first rugby festival of the
season at Heath RUFC in Halifax. Six schools were
taking part in a format of 10 aside played over 10
minute games.
RESULTS
SBSJ 6 BBG 1
SBSJ 6 PARKSIDE 0
SBSJ 0 THOURNTON 2
SBSJ 1 CALDER HIGH 1
SBSJ 1 LIGHCLIFFE 2
The first 2 games we played really strong aggressive rugby blitzing both BBG and PARKSIDE with strength
and speed. I was very pleased with our tackling and rucking over the ball enabling us to regain
possession and give the ball to our quick lads who ran over the tries. Game 3 against THORNTON was
slightly different as they were able to match us in the ruck and then control possession of the ball,
scoring 2 late tries to win the game. The 4th match against CALDER HIGH was played out as a draw as
both sides cancelled each other out and by now the bumps and bruises with were beginning show as we
were down to 12 fit lads out of the 15 that travelled. Game 5 against LIGHTCLIFFE came on the back of
the 4th game and after scoring an early try we were then then camped on our own line for the remainder
of the match as fatigue had finally caught up with us. To their credit they defended really well to only lose
out to a cruel last minute try to go down 1-2.
Overall I was very pleased with the effort of these lads who have only been playing the game 2
years. Matches 3 and 5 followed the previous games immediately and may have contributed to our
defeats because if you see some of these lads play they give absolutely every ounce of effort and to back
it up straight away in next game with no rest is very difficult. However I'm not going to use it as an
excuse. We still have a lot learn and afterwards we talked about how we need to play smarter rugby in
certain situations of matches to overcome the opposition and not just rely on strength and
speed all the time.
Our second festival of the season was at Whitcliffe Mount School. Four schools were taking part in a format of 10 aside played over 20 minute games.
RESULTS: SBSJ 0 LIGHCLIFFE 6 - SBSJ 4 WHITCLIFFE MOUNT 3 - SBSJ 0 THORNTON 5
The festival was an eye opening experience for these year 9 boys. Two of the schools (Lightcliffe and
Thornton) were a step above us in terms of their skill and experience as the majority of their players
played regular club rugby or were linked to professional clubs and this was evident to see as we were
constantly put under pressure in both attack and defence. To be fair though what this team doesn't lack is
fight and spirit and they didn't give up in either of the matches even they went down to heavy score lines.
The other game against the hosts Whitcliffe Mount was a much tighter contest as both teams are more in
the development stage of their rugby and we managed to edge this game 4-3 with tries from Gaudric
Totap, Omari Superville and Adam Terrelonge.
Nevertheless the boys were not to disheartened and were a credit to SBSJ even with all the bumps and
bruises at the end!!

The PE department would appreciate any donations of SBSJ PE kit or
trainers (any size) that may no longer be needed. It is helpful to
use as spare kit for students who forget theirs.
Please hand in to any member of the PE department.

An under 13 mixed Water Polo team travelled to Bolton
School which was their first match of the season.
The final score ended:
– 20 Bolton School
Player of the Match –
This is the 3rd time this team has played Bolton School over
the past year. And each time the goal deficit has reduced.
The
team
have
worked
tremendously
hard
in
training to make these improvements and in-particular the last couple of months with many in this age
group coming in over the summer to train. I am very confident the under 13 boys and girls will be very
successful this year if they carry on the way they have started.
As many of you know by now Bolton School are the top Water Polo school team in the country, winning
the English Schools National Championships across all age groups for past 4 – 5 years in a row! They
showed from the first whistle, being very dominant in the first half scoring 10 goals. However it must be
said some good saves from
kept the score line down. We did manage to create quite a few
chances ourselves with
and
scoring a goal each. It was our missed
chances that really hurt us as Bolton counterattacked with real speed and strength meaning the half time
score was finished 10 – 2.
I told the team at half time to try and settle and go back to basics and keep it simple as we kept making
little mistakes and weren’t doing the things we normally do really we in training. However this is why
match experience is vital at this age and stage of their development.
The defending seemed to tighten up through
and
who
were determined not to give the opposition any more easy chances. Our attacking play in the third
quarter was just as good as the whole of the first half however the difference being we were now putting
our chances away.
managed to get a quick hat-trick with all his shots hitting the top corners
from distance!
who had been working relentlessly down the right wing linking up play also
managed to get on the score sheet bringing the score to 10 – 6. Bolton did manage to get a couple back
with our players probably tiring due to the effort they had just put in so it was time to change it up which
seemed to work!
and year 7 debutant
made up the back
line to steady the ship which allowed a fresh
and
to get on the score sheet once again as
well as
adding another.
Going into the fourth and final quarter the score was 15 – 9 to Bolton. We were really pleased with how
we had got back into the game to close the score line down, however there were some very tired faces.
Credit to each and every one of our players to keep pushing Bolton all the way. The opposition did
manage to get a couple more goals to within the first few minutes but the team responded through the
‘
sisters and
combining well with
finishing off the move.
who
organised the team well at the back all game found himself on the wing in final moments of the match
and with nothing else on he went for goal himself and scored from the half way line! The final score
ended 20 – 11 to Bolton School. However as I mentioned this is a massive improvement from our
previous meetings for this team.
Wednesday 4th October saw the SBSJ under
18 Water Polo team travel to Liverpool for a
late evening match against Bridgefield Water
Polo Club. Bridgefield, who we have had a
good relationship with for a number of years now are one of the top Water Polo Clubs in the country.
Their coach, knowing we have a young under 18 side with an average age of 15, requested a match to
play his under 15 team who are preparing for Nationals.
This was a fantastic test and good preparation for ourselves as we also have the English Schools Championships starting soon. Even though we were probably the ‘bigger’ side with a few of our lads being older,
it was probably one of the toughest games we ever have played. The technical ability of the opposition
was at a very high standard but I would say we matched them on that front. The thing that set them apart
was how tactically aware they were as well as being able to get up and down the pool with ease, which is
understandable as they train 2-3 times a week in a full size Water Polo pool for 2 hours at a time!

However, having said all that we pushed
them all the way for the full 60 minutes
that was played and it was a real battle
for both teams! The score finished:
17 Bridgefield
Player of the Match –
We spoke before the game about how the
result wasn’t that important as we just
wanted to get match practice in before
the ESSA Championships. However as you
can imagine after the game the entire
team were over the moon to get the win.
Yes the opposition were younger than
some of our players, but as I mentioned
they are one of the top clubs in the entire
country who do long training sessions in
a full size Water Polo pool. What makes
the performance and result even more
impressive is that our players have not
yet been able to train at Ardor. So hopefully once they are allowed we can work on the areas we now
know we need to improve and who knows how far this team will go!
Finally I’d just like to add a big thank you to all the students for giving up their Wednesday evening to
represent school as well as parents for picking the students up, which was a late one as we didn’t arrive
back until around 10:30pm. All the boys did the school proud not just in their performance but how they
conducted themselves through-out the entire evening.

Saturday 07th October was Bradford
Grammar Schools open day and we were
invited to come and play a Water Polo
match so there was something to show in
the pool which we gladly accepted as we were happy to help our neighbours out but also from a selfish
point of view this was another great chance for our players to play in a full size pool and get their match
fitness up, something all the students at Ardor are lacking due to not being able to train in the pool.
We went with a mixture of players mainly made up of the under 15 mixed Water Polo team due to most of
the under 18's being unavailable. Bradford Grammar also had a mixture of boys but were mainly made up
of their senior players, so we knew it was going to be a tough test.
- 7 Bradford Grammar School

Player of the Match -

As you can see we won the match by quite a margin which lasted over an hour so we managed to get 7
periods of play in. The first half an hour saw us completely dominate all over the pool. We limited them to
long range shots with our good team pressing and organisation and really hurt them on the counter
attack, as well as some really well worked team goals. The most pleasing thing for me was the younger
players really stepped up and performed with 8 of our goals being scored by the players in the under 15
age group.
Towards the end of the game both sets of players started to tire which was very clear due to mistakes
being made and it certain parts, the play started to get a bit rough. However I am really pleased how the
team overcame that and still tried to play the right way and not get too involved even though sometimes
it was really difficult not to.
A brilliant effort from all involved and a massive thank you to all the players for giving up their time on a
Saturday to represent school.

This can be found on our website

http://sbsj.co.uk/google-calendar

